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ALI-ABA and the TexasBarCLE are offering this 60-minute program to help you learn about the dangers that may be
lurking in the boilerplate that is all too often just pasted in at the last minute.
The Seven Deadly Sins of Boilerplate (or: "Cut and paste and you can get sued!")

Those standard sections at the end of a contract may all look the same, but they can cause some serious problems.
Boilerplate provisions can determine the enforceability of a contract and the remedies available to the parties.
Boilerplate shows up in Employment, Construction, Severance, M&A, Leasing, Consulting, Operations, Sales… literally
every kind of contract that you deal with everyday. If you don't know about the 7 Deadly Sins of Boilerplate, then your
contract provisions might not be what you think they are!
Topics include:
Clients might be on the hook for a big bundle and never know about it
One commonly used contract phrase can destroy a lot of carefully drafted protection
If one phrase is missing, a client might have to pay full price and get nothing in return
Special Offer: Register for the webcast Seven Deadly Sins of Boilerplate and get the webcast The Five Key Contract
Concepts: The Foundation of Drafting, taking place on June 28, for only $99 (a $100 savings)!
Both webcasts: $298

To Register: http://www.ali-aba.org/index.cfm?fuseaction=courses.course&course_code=VCR0629
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